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To Whom It May Concern,  

I am writing to express my interest in a marketing position with your company due to my strong desire to pursue a 

career in social media and strategy. I am an ambitious, creative and self-motivated recent graduate of the 

University of Central Florida earning my B.S.B.A with a focus in Marketing. I consider myself an innovator with 

a brilliant mind that influences & cultivates outrageous thinking and great storytelling. 

Recently, I served as a Marketing Intern with Davila Multicultural Insights (DMI), a multicultural marketing 

agency in Los Angeles. In this position, I worked with the CEO’s and strategy team in providing research 

assistance and creating decks to recommend best practices in developing effective campaigns for multicultural 

audiences. Additionally, I contributed to our agency’s effort in creating a multicultural marketing awareness 

campaign for CMO’s and brands by supplying writing assistance for the creation of a white paper and executive 

summary. In this experience, I have helped to create compelling presentations that inform clients (Keurig-Dr. 

Pepper, McDonald’s, & the Alliance for Inclusive & Multicultural Marketing) on total market implementation 

strategies and bicultural Hispanic consumers. 

I have also held the position of Marketing & Social Media Coordinator with The Network Music Conference in 

Orlando, FL. In this role, I supported the Founder by overseeing all social media networks. I performed an 

analyzation to determine key recommendations to optimize results in which my contributions increased 

engagement; on Twitter specifically, impressions increased 3,329% and profile visits & mentions were up over 

950% within one month.  

Additionally, in the summer of 2017, I served as a Strategy Apprentice with R/GA Ad Agency in San Francisco, 

CA. In this role, I aided the strategy team by utilizing third-party research platforms such as Stylus & Mintel to 

gather data and insights that effectively informed and optimized client (Google, Airbnb, Big Heart Pets, eBay 

Fashion) strategy. I also assisted in creating decks to present strategies and insights to clients. Through this 

experience, I was able to analyze and interpret complex data through qualitative and quantitative analyses 

allowing me to effectively drive strategic marketing decisions.  

During my time at the University of Central Florida, I stepped outside of my comfort zone to immerse myself in 

various experiences tailored to develop my leadership skills. I served as the President of Alpha Kappa Psi 

Professional Business Fraternity where I managed an organization of 19 chair positions, 9 executive board 

members, and 50+ members. Through this position, I learned how to make swift decisions while under immense 

pressure and lead, work, and communicate effectively amongst a diverse group of personalities.  

Career experience aside, I enjoy creative writing, filming and editing videos, mentoring, rapping, and teaching 

myself new skills as I am currently working to earn my certificate in Adobe Creative Suite. I am confident that my 

experience will be transferable and proven useful in delivering value on strategic decisions. I look forward to 

meeting you in an interview to further discuss my qualifications. Thank you for your time and consideration. 

 

Sincerely,  

 

Jasmyn Simmons 
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